A co-rotating bosonic field interacting with a spinning Kerr black hole can extract rotational energy and angular momentum from the hole. This intriguing phenomenon is known as superradiant scattering. As pointed out by Press and Teukolsky, the black-hole-field system can be made unstable (explosive) by placing a reflecting mirror around the black hole which prevents the extracted energy from escaping to infinity. This composed black-hole-mirror-field bomb has been studied extensively by many researchers. It is worth noting, however, that most former studies of the black-hole bomb phenomenon have focused on the specific case of confined scalar (spin-0) fields. In the present study we explore the physical properties of the higher-spin (electromagnetic and gravitational) black-hole bombs. It is shown that this composed system is amenable to an analytic treatment in the physically interesting regime of rapidly-rotating black holes. In particular, we prove that the composed black-hole-mirror-field bomb is characterized by the unstable resonance frequency ω = mΩ H + is · 2πT BH (here s and m are respectively the spin-parameter and the azimuthal harmonic index of the field, and Ω H and T BH are respectively the angular-velocity and the temperature of the rapidly-spinning black hole). Our results provide evidence that the higher-spin (electromagnetic and gravitational) black-hole-mirror bombs are much more explosive than the extensively studied scalar black-hole-mirror bomb. In particular, it is shown here that the instability growth rates which characterize the higher-spin black-hole bombs are two orders of magnitudes larger than the instability growth rate of the scalar black-hole bomb.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent astrophysical observations provide compelling evidence that rapidly-rotating Kerr black holes are ubiquitous in our Universe [1] [2] [3] [4] . These spinning black holes contain large amounts of rotational energy which can be released in various astrophysical processes. The mass-energy M of a spinning Kerr black hole can be expressed in the form [5] [6] [7] 
where J and A are the angular-momentum and surface area of the black hole, respectively.
Remembering that the black-hole surface area is an irreducible quantity in classical general relativity [8] , one concludes that a fraction 1 − 1/ √ 2 (∼ 29%) of the mass-energy of a maximally spinning Kerr black hole [9] is in the form of rotational energy. This is the fraction of energy which in principle can be extracted from a maximally spinning (extremal)
Kerr black hole [10] .
A concrete physical mechanism to extract energy from spinning black holes was suggested by Zel'dovich more than four decades ago [11] . The extraction mechanism is based on the remarkable phenomenon of superradiant amplification: co-rotating bosonic fields interacting with a spinning black hole [12] [13] [14] can gain energy (be amplified) on the expense of the black-hole rotational energy (this process is also characterized by the extraction of angular momentum from the spinning black hole).
Soon after the discovery of Zel'dovich [11] regarding the superradiant amplification of bosonic fields by spinning black holes, it was pointed out by Press and Teukolsky [15] that this remarkable mechanism can be used in order to build a powerful black-hole bomb. This bomb is made of three ingredients [15] : (1) a spinning black hole, (2) a bosonic field which interacts with the black hole to extract its rotational energy, and (3) a reflecting mirror which surrounds the black hole and prevents the extracted energy from escaping to infinity [16] .
It was suggested in [15] that, the combined effect of superradiant amplification of the scattered bosonic field by the spinning black hole and its subsequent confinement by the reflecting mirror, would lead to an exponential growth in the field's amplitude (an exponential growth in the amount of rotational energy extracted from the central black hole). This expectation was confirmed in the important work of Cardoso et. al. [17] for the specific case of confined scalar (spin-0) fields. In particular, it was established in [17] that, for a scalar mode of the form e imφ−iωt [18] , the critical field frequency
marks the onset of instability in the black-hole-mirror-scalar-field system. (Here Ω H is the angular-velocity of the black-hole horizon. This angular velocity can be expressed in the form Ω H = a/2Mr + , where a ≡ J/M and r + are respectively the specific angular momentum and horizon-radius of the black hole).
Specifically, it was shown in [17] that, for confined scalar (spin-0) fields, the critical resonance frequency (2) sits on the boundary between stable and unstable black-hole-mirrorscalar-field configurations: confined scalar modes with ℜω > mΩ H decay in time (these scalar modes are characterized by ℑω < 0) whereas confined scalar modes with ℜω < mΩ H grow exponentially over time (these scalar modes are characterized by ℑω > 0).
In addition, using numerical techniques it was established in [17] that the instability growth rate [19] of a (confined and amplified) scalar field increases with increasing values of the black-hole spin parameter a. In other words, it was shown [17] that rapidly-rotating Kerr black holes are characterized by ℑω values which are larger than the corresponding ℑω values of slowly-rotating black holes. In particular, the numerical results of [17] reveal that the maximum instability growth rate of the black-hole-mirror-scalar-field bomb is characterized by [20] ℑω scalar max ≃ 6 × 10
It is worth emphasizing that this maximal value of ℑω scalar corresponds to confined scalar fields which are amplified by a maximally-spinning Kerr black hole.
It is worth emphasizing that most former studies of the black-hole bomb phenomenon have focused on the specific model of confined scalar (spin-0) fields. To the best of our knowledge, no analogous results exist in the literature for the physically interesting cases of confined higher-spin (electromagnetic and gravitational) fields. While the well-explored scalar black-hole-mirror bomb may serve as a simple toy model for the energy extraction mechanism from black holes, it should be realized that astrophysically realistic black holes are expected to be surrounded by conducting plasmas which may confine and reflect the electromagnetic (spin-1) perturbations modes. Likewise, deviations of the perturbed black hole from spherical symmetry are expected to produce gravitational (spin-2) wave modes which propagate in the black-hole spacetime.
In the present paper we shall use analytical techniques in order to explore the physical properties of these higher-spin black-hole-mirror bombs. In particular, the aim of the present paper is twofold:
(1) As emphasized above, it has been established [17] that the frequency ℜω = mΩ H corresponds to a marginally stable stationary resonance (with ℑω = 0) of the scalar black-holemirror bomb. In the present paper we shall point out the (seemingly unknown) fact that, for confined higher-spin fields, the frequency ℜω = mΩ H may correspond to non-stationary unstable modes (with ℑω > 0) of the electromagnetic and gravitational black-hole-mirror bombs.
(2) The second goal is to prove analytically that the instability growth rates (the values of ℑω) which characterize the confined higher-spin fields are much larger than the instability growth rate (3) reported for the specific case of confined scalar (spin-0) fields. This fact, to be proved below, suggests that the higher-spin (electromagnetic and gravitational) blackhole-mirror bombs are much more explosive than the original black-hole-mirror-scalar-field bomb studied in [17] .
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM
The physical system we consider consists of a massless bosonic field Ψ linearly coupled to a spinning Kerr black hole of mass M and angular momentum Ma. In the Boyer-Lindquist coordinate system (t, r, θ, φ) the black-hole spacetime is described by the line-element [21, 22] 
where ∆ ≡ r 2 − 2Mr + a 2 and ρ 2 ≡ r 2 + a 2 cos 2 θ. The zeroes of ∆:
are the black-hole (event and inner) horizons. In order to facilitate a fully analytical study, we shall assume that the black hole is rapidly-rotating with a ≃ M. As shown in [17] , the instability growth rate characterizing the composed black-hole-mirror bomb is an increasing function of the black-hole rotation parameter a. Hence, these rapidly-rotating (near-extremal) black holes are expected to produce the largest instability growth rates (the largest ℑω values).
Teukolsky [23] has shown that the dynamics of massless scalar, electromagnetic, and gravitational perturbation fields in the rotating Kerr black-hole spacetime are governed by the single master equation [24] :
Following [25] we shall use the "ingoing Kerr" coordinate system (v, r, θ,φ) which is well behaved on the black-hole event horizon. These coordinates are related to the BoyerLindquist coordinates by the transformation equations [25] dv = dt + (r 2 + a 2 )dr/∆ and dφ = dφ + adr/∆ .
Decomposing the field Ψ in the form [26] 
one finds [23] that the radial function s R lm and the angular function s S lm obey differential equations of the confluent Heun type [25, [27] [28] [29] , see Eqs. (9) and (11) below.
It is worth emphasizing that the stability (or instability) of each mode is determined by the sign of ℑω: stable (decaying in time) modes are characterized by ℑω < 0 whereas unstable (growing in time) modes are characterized by ℑω > 0. Stationary (marginally stable) solutions are characterized by ℑω = 0.
The angular functions s S lm (θ; aω) are known as the spin-weighted spheroidal harmonics.
These functions are solutions of the angular equation [25, 27, 29, 30] 
. The boundary conditions of regularity at the poles θ = 0 and θ = π pick out a discrete set of eigenvalues s E lm (aω) labeled by the integers m and l ≥ max{|m|, |s|}. These angular eigenvalues can be expanded in the form [31, 32] 
where the expansion coefficients {c k (s, l, m)} are given in [31, 32] .
The radial function s R lm (r; a, ω) satisfies the differential equation
where K ≡ (r 2 + a 2 )ω − ma and
Note that the angular equation (9) and radial equation (11) are coupled by the angular eigenvalues { s E lm (aω)}. (We shall henceforth omit the indexes s, l and m for brevity.)
It is convenient to define new dimensionless variables
in terms of which the radial wave equation (11) becomes
We are interested in solutions of the radial wave equation (14) with the physical boundary condition of purely ingoing waves (as measured by a comoving observer) crossing the black-hole horizon [25] . As shown in [25] , this physically motivated boundary condition corresponds to the behavior
of the radial function at the black-hole horizon. In addition, following [14, 17] we shall assume that the field vanishes at the location x m of the mirror [33] :
The boundary conditions (15)- (16) single out a discrete family of complex frequencies (labeled by the integer resonance-parameter n). These characteristic frequencies are known as Boxed Quasi-Normal resonances {ω BQN (n; x m , M, a, s, l, m)} [17, 34] .
III. THE ALGEBRAICALLY SPECIAL RESONANCES OF THE BLACK-HOLE-MIRROR SYSTEM
As we shall now show, the superradiant instability of the composed black-hole-mirrorfield system can be studied analytically in the regime of rapidly-rotating (near-extremal, τ ≪ 1) black holes enclosed in reflecting cavities which are placed in the near-horizon region x m ≪ 1. In particular, we shall assume the following inequalities [35] :
In the near-horizon region x ≪ 1 [see Eq. (17)] the radial equation (14) can be approximated by
The solution of equation (18) obeying the ingoing boundary condition (15) at the black-hole horizon is given by [25, 36 ]
where 2 F 1 (a, b; c; z) is the hypergeometric function [36] and
In the x/τ ≫ max(1, ̟/τ ) regime [see Eq. (17) 
The notation (δ → −δ) means "replace δ by −δ in the preceding term." We shall henceforth 
As emphasized above, it has been established in [17] that, for confined scalar s = 0 fields, the resonance frequency ℜω = mΩ H [see Eq. (2)] corresponds to a marginally stable mode with ℑω = 0. This frequency therefore marks the boundary between stable (ℑω < 0) and unstable (ℑω > 0) black-hole-mirror-scalar-field configurations [17] .
However, a close inspection of the resonance condition (22) reveals the somewhat surprising fact that, for confined higher-spin s = 0 fields, the frequency ℜω = mΩ H may correspond to a non-stationary mode with ℑω = 0. In particular, we shall now prove that the algebraically special [39] complex frequency
is a valid solution of the resonance equation (22) into the resonance condition (22) and taking the logarithm of both sides of this equation.
One then finds the characteristic equation [41] 2δ ln
for the dimensionless radii {x m } of the mirror, where the resonance parameter n is an integer.
Inspection of the resonance equation (24) (24) is obviously a purely real number. One therefore concludes that the r.h.s of (24) is purely real. Hence, the l.h.s of (24) must also be a purely real number. This implies that, for real values of δ, the solutions to the characteristic equation (24):
with
are real numbers [otherwise, the l.h.s of (24) would not be a purely real number].
The discrete radii (25)- (26) correspond to the possible radial locations of the mirror with the algebraically special resonance frequency (23) . In Tables I and II we It is worth emphasizing again that these mirror radii correspond to the algebraically special unstable resonance frequency (23) . is an increasing function of the overtone number n and a decreasing function of the azimuthal harmonic index m. 
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have used analytical tools in order to explore the superradiant instability phenomenon of rapidly-spinning Kerr black holes enclosed inside reflecting cavities (the composed blackhole-mirror bomb). Imposing a mirror-like boundary condition on co-rotating higher-spin (electromagnetic and gravitational) fields in the vicinity of the black-hole horizon, it was
shown that the confined bosonic fields grow exponentially over time.
While most former studies of the black-hole-bomb phenomenon have considered the specific case of confined scalar (s = 0) fields, in the present study we have focused on the physically interesting cases of confined electromagnetic (s = 1) and gravitational (s = 2)
fields.
Former studies [17] of the black-hole-mirror-scalar-field system have established that the critical frequency ℜω = mΩ H [see Eq. (2)] marks the onset of instability in this composed system [47] (that is, ℜω = mΩ H corresponds to a stationary scalar mode with ℑω = 0).
On the other hand, in the present study we have revealed the (somewhat surprising) fact that this property is actually not a generic feature of composed black-hole-mirror bombs.
In particular, we have shown that, for confined higher-spin s = 0 fields, the frequency ℜω = mΩ H may correspond to a non-stationary mode with ℑω = 0.
Although the equations governing the dynamics of the confined fields in the black-hole spacetime are rather complex [see, in particular, the coupled equations (9), (12) , and (14) Thus, the algebraically special resonance (23) for confined electromagnetic and gravitational fields is characterized by
The present analysis provides compelling evidence that the higher-spin (electromagnetic and gravitational) black-hole-mirror bombs are much more explosive than the original blackhole-mirror-scalar-field bomb studied in [17] . In particular, taking cognizance of Eqs. (3) and (27) , one concludes that the instability growth rates (the values of ℑω) which characterize the superradiant confined higher-spin s = 0 fields are much larger than the maximal growth rate (3) which characterizes a superradiant confined scalar s = 0 field [50].
Finally, it is worth emphasizing that the present analytical exploration of the black-holebomb phenomenon is restricted to the regime of linear perturbation fields. As we have seen, the initial exponential growth of the confined fields (the superradiant instability) manifests itself at this linear level. However, it is clear that a fully non-linear numerical simulation of the coupled black-hole-field dynamics is required in order to reveal the end-state of this explosive superradiant instability.
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beyond the regime of validity of our analysis.
[46] That is, x analytical m /x numerical m ≃ 1 + 1.4τ /x numerical m ≃ 1.
[47] As explained above, for the specific case of confined scalar s = 0 fields, one finds [17] that scalar modes with ℜω > mΩ H are stable (ℑω < 0) whereas scalar modes with ℜω < mΩ H are unstable (ℑω > 0). The critical scalar mode with ℜω = mΩ H is marginally stable (stationary)
with ℑω = 0.
[48] The fact that, for confined higher-spin s = 0 fields, the mode with ℜω = mΩ H corresponds to an unstable resonance with ℑω > 0, implies that the spectrum of unstable higher-spin resonances contains frequencies with ℜω > mΩ H . This is to be contrasted with the scalar s = 0 field case, in which the unstable resonances are characterized by ℜω < mΩ H .
[49] It should be realized that here we have used a very conservative estimate for the regime of validity of our analysis. In fact, the two inequalities τ ≪ x m ≪ 1 (τ /x m 10 −1 with x m 10 −1 ) may be satisfied simultaneously in the less restrictive regime τ 10 −2 .
[50] In particular, equations (3) and (27) imply that the electromagnetic and gravitational blackhole-mirror bombs are characterized by instability timescales which are at least two orders of magnitude shorter than the instability timescale of the scalar black-hole-mirror bomb.
